The new way of Collaboration,. Communication and Archiving in one single solution.
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RELIABLITY

FLEXIBILITY

Paralda has been used with great success globally

Paralda is “customer centric” and is fully scalable and can
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and being able to collaborate more efficiently.

is compatible with Windows, Apple- Linux workstations.

“Sensitive company information is in the hands of only one of your employees...”
Is this how your business wants critical information to be kept, or is this a technical concession ?..
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“Each day, everybody must manually drag each Email message to its correct folder...”
Is this still a viable solution, or is it much more efficient to archive all Email automatically ?..

Paralda uses a new concept regarding processing company information, and the
realization of this concept has been one of the major challenges concerning the
development of our proprietary software. In theory Paralda does not have a data
storage limit. With this virtually unlimited capacity, company information archival
is guaranteed. For example; an Email which has been sent one minute ago
somewhere within the organization becomes directly available in Paralda to be viewed by the rest of the company.
This software system assures a transparent ‘customer centric’ access to needed information.

“Our company has generated terabytes of data in the last years...”
Where and how do we find specific data ?..

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S :

* Tested & Certified by Paralda B.V.

Paralda Implementation: On-site (Local) or S.a.a.S (Hosted).
Versions are identical & 100% web based. Migration between sorts is always possible.
Scalability: 1 to 1000+ users.
To be divided within divisions or sub organizations, local and/or separate across the globe.
Modules: a.o.; Real Archive, Relations, Email, Diary, Notes, Mailing, PDA, Pendragon.
Server Hardware: Intel x86 32/64bit server chipsets 3000 and higher*.
Server OS: Redhat Enterprise Linux 5+* x86 32/64bit, Unix, X Server and other Linux’s.
Database System: Paralda IDS02
Client OS: Windows, Mac OS, Linux or other OS with Explorer 7+*, Safari 3+*,
Firefox 3+* or other, on Mozilla of Explorer based internet browsers.
Visit Paralda.com for the last available modules and information.
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